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MISS GAUTENG EXCLUSIVE APPLICATION FORM
FULL NAMES AS PER ID
_____________________________________________________________
PHYSICAL ADDRESS:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
ID NUMBER: ____________________________________
AGE: __________
DATE OF BIRTH: ________________________
CELL NUMBER: _____________________ WHATSAPP NUMBER:__________________
EMAIL ADDRESS: __________________________________
LINKDIN PAGE: ____________________________________
INSTAGRAM HANDLE: _______________________________________
FACEBOOK HANDLE:________________________________________
OCCUPATION/WHERE ARE YOU WORKING /WHAT ARE YOU CURRENTLY STUDYING ?
____________________________________________ (1ST/2ND YEAR) __________
POST MATRIC QUALIFICATIONS:___________________________________________
GOALS: ______________________________________________________________
PAGEANTS ENTERED : ___________________________________________________
RELEVANT COMPETITIONS WON: ___________________________________________
MODELLING AGENCY IF ANY:
_________________________________________________________
AGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBER:
________________________________________________________
I CONFIRM THAT I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE
COMPETITION, TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO CONTEST.
FULL NAMES AS PER ID: ____________________________________________
SIGNATURE: __________________________________________
DATE: ___________________________________

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ENTRY
The judge’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.
All Miss Gauteng Exclusive finalists will be required to perform a number of
engagements, which she must commit to. She will therefore not be eligible to enter
or take part in any other pageant competition Should she Become a Finalist. If
terms are not adhered to Finalist will be liable to compensate the Miss GE Pageant
program for monies spent on Sash, contract pack and workshops. Applicants may
not carry weapons or belong to somewhat gang or society opposing with
community and government law. Applicant may not be affiliated to any political
party.

1. I agree that I am eligible for the competition as per requirements.
2. I agree to participate in good faith and will abide by all rules and
regulations governing the this pageant program.
3. By entering Miss Gauteng Exclusive, I agree not to hold any affiliated
sponsor or organizer / the team responsible for any or all losses,
harm, damages, rights, claims and actions of any kind in connection
with my personal belongings, and, the project resulting from the
participating or acceptance, possession, use or receiving of any prize,
including, without limitation, personal injuries, death and claims based
on publicity rights, defamation or invasion of privacy.
4. I understand and agree that if I am selected to be a finalist, I will
participate in all challenges, Social campaigns, Miss GE activities and
commit to make myself available for the full program.
5. I understand that No Personal Relationship is to be had with any
affiliated sponsors /Judges as it affects my Future in the pageant . I
understand that should I not abide to this term I would be
automatically disqualified from Miss Gauteng Exclusive.
6. I agree and understand that if I am selected as the WINNER, I will
participate and be available for any/all PR and marketing related to
Miss Gauteng Exclusive for the Full year of my reign and all related
community services/workshops required of me without any fee being
paid for such activities. Failure to commit to the reigning year and
duties / bridge of contract will result in being stripped of my Title and
Prizes will have to be returned in full.
7. There is nothing in my background that could bring me into
disrepute any aspect of the contest and its affiliates.
8. I am of good health and moral character.
9. Entry form is filled with full names as they are on my ID, passport or
birth certificate, and not assumed or professional names. All
information on the entry form is true and will uphold in the South
African court of law.

10. Having signed the entry form and terms of conditions, I understand
that I have signed a contract and that to break it is a serious matter.
11. By entering the selection process and ultimately the Program, I
grant the organizers and their affiliates the free right to use my
images, likeness, voice, name...etc., its title or any such connection
between the contestants and the Pageant program in any way it sees
fit for advertising or sales promotions purposes. Providing such use is
not in a manner of causing harm to the reputation of the contestant
/program or title. Such agreement will continue in a similar manner for
further material issued resulting in participation of the contest or
during the year of office if I win the title.
12. I take note that Contestants are not eligible to participate in this
completion if
(a) you have never been a resident of Gauteng.
(b)you are not a national /residing in Gauteng City Regions for the
duration of the Journey with MissGE.
13. I take note that The organizers cannot accept any responsibility for
any changes of rules in any associated contest nor any cancellation or
changes in format for Miss Gauteng Exclusive which prevent the winner
from further participation or any amendment to the rules.
14. In the event of any dispute over the rules of the contest the
decision of the sponsors/ organizers is final.
15.I understand That a lot of money is injected into the program for my
growth and development therefore i Understand and agree that If I
make it into the Finals , I cannot withdraw from the competition once
workshops start,if I Withdraw from the finals at any point, I will be
liable to pay all monies that have been sponsored towards my
development.
16. By signing below I, the applicant, hereby certify that I am not any
younger than 18 years of age and not older than 28 years of age, that
I have read and understood and agree to the rules and regulations as
set forth above and that all the selection criteria and requirements and
will comply with the rules and regulations as stated above by Miss
Gauteng Exclusive. Any untrue statement or failure to comply may
result in applicant’s disqualification.

